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To: 	 Commmissioner of thhe United Staates Patent aand Trademaark Office 

From: 	 Ericssoon 

Date:	 March 16, 2015 
Re:	 Commments regarding the 2014 Interim Guid ance on Pateent Subject MMatter 

Eligibil ity 

Ericssoon submits tthese commments in respponse to the Interim Guiidance on PPatent Subjecct 
Matter Eligibility published in Voolume 79, Noo 241 of the FFederal Regisster (the Guiidelines). 

The quuestion of whhat is patentaable subject mmatter is onee that may bee easy to ansswer in theorry 
but whhich can posee significant hhurdles in practice.  As ddetailed in thee Guidelines,, this questioon 
is answwered througgh a two-ste p process thhat begins wwith deciding whether or not a claim iis 
directeed to a law oof nature, a nnatural phennomenon, or an abstract idea (for simmplicity, thesse 
shall bbe collectivelyy referred to as a “Judiciaal Exception””). Having answered thee first questioon 
in the affirmative, the next question is wwhether the claim’s reciited elementts amount tto 
significcantly more tthan the Jud icial Exceptioon. Either qquestion can,, in practice, be difficult tto 
answeer with reasonnable minds arriving at d ifferent, reassonable, concclusions.  Foor this reasonn, 
Ericssoon certainly aappreciates tthe aid the GGuidelines should providee to both the AApplicant annd 
the Examiner. 

IS IT AA JUDICIALL EXCEPTION 

While the old adagge “I know it when I seee it” may wwork in certaiin scenarios , it is not thhe 
approaach taken byy the U.S.P.TT.O. in grantting or rejectting patent aapplications. Accordinglyy, 
with reespect to the first test, Ericcsson would like to see thhe Guideliness set forth prrocedures thaat 
form aa framework around whicch Applicantss and Exami iners can disscuss the claaim elementss, 
rather than havingg an argumeent of opinio n. To that end, the proocedure for taking officiaal 
notice, as set forth in § 2144.033 of the M.P.EE.P., is a goood parallel th at aligns welll with the waay 
the couurts have adddressed the issue.  For eexample, in Alice Corp. PPty. Ltd. v. CCLS Bank Intt’l 
the Suupreme Couurt cites to multiple finnancial articlles showingg the use oof third partty 
clearinnghouses to ssupport the cconclusion thhat the claimss in Alice weere directed too the abstracct 
idea off intermediateed settlemennt. See pagee 9 of the slip opinion for AAlice. 

Shouldd an Examineer identify a cclaim directeed to a Judici al Exceptionn, the Examinner must statte 
that “JJudicial Exceeption Officiaal Notice” is taken with rrespect to thhe claim andd then clearlly 
identifyy the basis on which th e Judicial EException Offfficial Notice is taken. TThe Applicannt 
shouldd be presentted with the explicit bassis on whichh the Examinner regards the claim aas 
subjecct to official nnotice so as to adequate ly traverse thhe rejection in the next rreply after thhe 
Office Action in whhich the Judiicial Exceptioon Official N otice is takeen.  The idenntified Judiciaal 
Excepttion must bbe capable oof instant aand unquest ionable demmonstration aas being thhe 
identifi ed Judicial EException. 

If the AApplicant chaallenges the aassertion as being not prroperly officiaally noticed oor not properlly 
based upon a reccognized Juddicial Excepttion, the Exaaminer mustt support thee finding witth 



 

   

 
  

   
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

  
   

  
 

   

 

 

 
 

 
 

adequate evidence.  To adequately traverse such a finding, the Applicant must specifically 
point out the supposed errors in the examiner’s action, which would include stating why the 
claim is not considered to be directed to a Judicial Exception or why the Judicial Exception 
Official Notice was not properly taken. 

If the Applicant adequately traverses the Examiner’s assertion of Judicial Exception Official 
Notice, the Examiner must either provide documentary evidence in the next Office Action or 
defer providing such evidence as outlined below, if the rejection is to be maintained.  The 
Examiner must point to some concrete evidence in the record in support of the finding that the 
claim is in fact directed to a Judicial Exception. This explicit evidence should bring about a 
resolution of the issue quicker than if the Applicant has to go through multiple Office 
Action/Response cycles trying to understand the “what,” the “how,” or the “why” of the Judicial 
Exception on which the Examiner is basing the 35 U.S.C. §101 rejection. 

Providing support for a Judicial Exception Official Notice may be easy where the evidence for 
such demonstration is within the application itself.  For example, in the third example in 
Examples:  Abstract Ideas (available at http://www.uspto.gov/patents/law/exam/ 
abstract_idea_examples.pdf) the background section of the specification identified the claimed 
blue noise mask as an iterative mathematical operation; and in the fourth example in 
Examples:  Abstract Ideas the claims themselves recited creating a mathematical model.  In 
other cases it may be a bit more difficult.  For example in examples five through eight in 
Examples:  Abstract Ideas an analogy was drawn to things that were found to be abstract in 
prior court decisions.  While this is helpful in a first Office Action as part of the Examiner’s 
Judicial Exception Official Notice, if the Applicant adequately traverses the Examiner’s official 
notice Ericsson would like to see the Examiner provide more than just analogies to prior case 
law. For example, with respect to examples five through eight in Examples:  Abstract Ideas 
Ericsson would like to see the following types of additional information: 

	 for the fifth example, a citation to a data processing book discussing the abstract idea 
of combining two data sources into a single data source; 

	 for the sixth example, a citation to a Bingo rule book, or some other source explaining 
how the game is played; 

	 for the seventh example, a citation to a finance book explaining how a third-party 
guaranty works; and  

	 for the eighth example, a citation to a marketing book explaining ways to get people to 
view advertisements (or a citation to any time-share pitch given since the creation of 
time-shares). 

In appreciation of the work load and time constraints Examiners are faced with, Ericsson 
would propose that if the Applicant provides adequate traversal of the Examiner’s Judicial 
Exception Official Notice, the Examiner would have the option to defer providing the required 
support until such time as the Applicant has overcome all rejections based on prior art. The 
first Office Action issued in which the Examiner provides support for the Judicial Exception 
Official Notice, and which does not contain any prior art based rejections, must be made non-
final.  This would free the Examiners from having to find sources to support their Judicial 
Exception Official Notice when such sources may not be needed (e.g., the Applicant amends 
the claims to overcome a prior-art reference which in turn provides a significant limitation that 
would remove the §101 rejection), while still providing an opportunity for the record to reflect 
the Applicant’s challenge to the Judicial Exception Official Notice. 
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If the Applicant does not traverse the Examiner’s assertion of Judicial Exception Official Notice 
or if the Applicant’s traversal is not adequate, the Examiner should clearly indicate in the next 
Office Action that the Judicial Exception is taken to be an admitted Judicial Exception because 
the Applicant either failed to traverse the Examiner’s assertion or the traverse was inadequate. 
If the traverse was inadequate, the Examiner should include an explanation as to why it was 
inadequate. 

If the Examiner adds a reference in the next Office Action after the Applicant’s traversal, and 
the newly added reference is added only as directly corresponding evidence to support the 
prior common knowledge finding, and it does not result in a new issue or constitute a new 
ground of rejection, the Office Action may be made final.  If no amendments are made to the 
claims, the Examiner must not rely on any other teachings in the reference if the rejection is 
made final. 

IS IT MORE THAN THE JUDICIAL EXCEPTION 

With respect to the second test, Ericsson submits that the same procedure used for 
addressing the first test as to whether or not the claim is directed to a Judicial Exception, 
would be suitable in the second test where the Examiner asserts that the claim elements do 
not amount to significantly more than the identified Judicial Exception. However, while 
Ericsson would certainly prefer to have a detailed explanation as to why each element of a 
claim found to be directed to a Judicial Exception does not recite significant limitations, 
Ericsson recognizes the practical difficulties such a requirement would impose on the 
Examiner. What Ericsson would propose is that if in response to an Office Action, the 
Applicant explicitly identifies elements that are believed to provide significant limitations, and 
explains what those limitations are, the Examiner must then provide a detailed explanation as 
to why the identified elements do not impose significant limitations if the rejection is to be 
maintained. 

In addition to the procedure detailed above, when an Examiner is determining whether or not 
a claim recites more than a Judicial Exception, in particular when the Examiner is considering 
an argument that the claim elements could be performed by a human, Ericsson would submit 
that the Examiner should consider the practicality in addition to the possibility of a human 
performing the steps.  For example, there are things that are just not possible for a human to 
accomplish.  One such example can be found in the fourth example in Examples: Abstract 
Ideas. The method claim recites “calculating pseudo-ranges, at a mobile device comprising 
a GPS receiver, a microprocessor, a display, and a wireless communication transceiver, 
by averaging PN codes received by the GPS receiver from a plurality of GPS satellites.” 
Even if it were assumed that a human could be the mobile device, a human does not 
comprise a GPS receiver and it would not only be impractical, but impossible, for a human 
to receive information from a GPS satellite.  Should it be determined, however, that it is 
possible for a human to perform the steps, the next question should be is it actually 
practical to do so.  Section 101 requires that a patentable invention be useful, which 
implies that it be practical.  Ericsson would submit that many useful inventions comprise 
functions that could be performed by a human but it is only through the computer 
implementation of such inventions that they become practical.  For example, in the third 
example in Examples:  Abstract Ideas, it is possible for a human to generate a blue noise 
mask for all the pixels of an image and then to compare, on a pixel-by-pixel basis, the pixel 
values of an image to the corresponding value in the blue noise mask.  However, due to the 
large number of pixels contained in an image, the length of time it would take for a human to 
conduct such calculations would render the exercise impractical, and therefore not useful.  It is 
only through a computer implementation of the invention that it become useful.  In contrast to 
the two examples above, the fifth example in Examples: Abstract Ideas provides a scenario in 
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which the recited elements are both possible and practical for a human to perform.  In the fifth 
example, it would be possible for a human, given adequate time, to generate the two data sets 
and then combine them into a device profile.  While a computer would be able to perform such 
operations quicker than a human, the extra time a human would need to perform the 
calculations would render the claim impractical.  That is, unlike in the third example in 
Examples:  Abstract Ideas in which the human would have to perform the calculations for 
every pixel of every single image, in the fifth example in Examples:  Abstract Ideas, the human 
would only need to perform the calculation once for a particular pair of input and output 
devices.  For example, once the device profile is calculated for a camera/printer pair, the same 
device profile would be used for each image taken with the camera that the user prints from 
the printer. 

CONCLUSION 

The Guidelines, as they currently stand, and any future guidance provided by the U.S.P.T.O., 
will certainly help both Applicants and Examiners ensure that the patents issued by the 
U.S.P.T.O. are directed to patent eligible subject matter.  Ericsson appreciates the opportunity 
to provide these comments to the U.S.P.T.O. and hopes that they are of value to the 
U.S.P.T.O. 
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